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Goodnight, Vienna.
Sophistication is defined by quality: a nonchalant refinement
that runs through every aspect of its subjects’ character. No
city embodies this quite like Vienna, as city that appeals to the
part of our soul that recognizes beauty and comfort: a worthy
inspiration for COSMO Line.

Even when the Viennese sleepwalk, they do it with swagger. The
effortless style of the Austrian capital is honored by the COSMO
Vienna. The full-featured flagship product of the COSMO Line
provides distinctive style, poise, and comfort to the collection: an
irreplicable elegance that fits perfectly into every day.
The frame‘s multi-setting massage function enhances comfort
and guarantees satisfaction, but it doesn‘t stop there. The
COSMO Vienna also features nightstand reach functionality
– the only compact and shippable adjustable on the market to
do so – thus ensuring exceptional functionality and ultimate
convenience for consumers.

The only compact,
shippable base
with Nightstand
Reach.

HEAD UP AND FOOT UP
Smooth up and down movement of
the head and foot sections.

PRE-SET FLAT POSITION BUTTON
Move gently to a sleeping position
with just one touch.

NIGHTSTAND REACH
Bed position won’t move forward in
motion: essentials are always at hand.

700 LB WEIGHT CAPACITY
Strong and stable during
upward and downward motion.

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL
Move effortlessly to new bed
positions at the touch of a button.

2 PRE-DEFINED MEMORY POSITIONS
Enjoy anti-snore or zero-gravity mode,
or set your own.

10-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
Peace of mind, to help you sleep even
better.

LED UNDER-BED LIGHT
Never lose your way at night.

EMERGENCY LOWERING
Failsafe to operate the bed in case of
power outages.

ZERO-CLEARANCE
Platform-friendly design that allows
for maximum customization and use
without legs.

CHILD LOCK
Effective protection against
unintended or unauthorized use.

FREE-FALL DESIGN
Reduced risk of pinching during
downward motion.

VIBRATION MASSAGE
3 soothing massage settings:
Constant, Wave, and Pulse.

USB PORTS
Stay in touch with your smart
device, even when it‘s charging.
APP CONTROL
Ditch the Remote, keep the Control.
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